
Please help me to repair a classroom in my home village primary 
school-Nkwasangare. 

Nkwasangare is one of the few primary schools located in my home village-Nshara, Machame 
Kilimanjaro. The school's classrooms are not only inadequate but they are also in a very bad 
condition, which is unsuitable for learning.  As if that is not enough, there are no enough desks 
for all pupils. So this forces some pupils to sit on the floor. There are other many issues, which I 
can’t finish explaining here but the following few pictures can speak for themselves.  

The picture below is of a collapsed classroom. A new classroom to replace this one has been 
built. However, the rest of the classrooms will potentially collapse. This is dangerous and it’s a 
health and safety threat for children and teachers.  
       
       

 
 
 
 
 
The pictures below are of a new building that is now under construction. We would like kids to 
move in into these new classrooms by January 2013. This is the building that we are pledging 
money for. A couple from the US helped us with a donation of over 4000 US $ and it took us 
very far. So far we are depending on individual donations from villagers (whose income are 
considerable low, and thus very slow progress) and also volunteers who help in kind (manpower, 
advice etc).  We need about 15,000 US $ to finish the building. 
 

       

 



 

The picture below is girls’ toilet. After finishing the classrooms, our plan is to refurbish 
these toilets to an acceptable standard.   

 

Below is a picture of some of the children who go to Nkwansangare. These children are 
my neighbors. I see and talk to them often. I asked them to take their picture so I can 
raise awareness about their school and raise funds for it. They accepted. Note your help is 
a gift to these children and the future generation.  
 

 
 
 
When you donate anything you will receive an acknowledge receipt from the School 
itself. You can donate through MPESA, Western Union, or Bank Transfer. Please 
contact me @ aikande.kwayu@gmail.com or call +255765512171. Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


